
DELIVERED VIA LIVE ONLINE SESSIONS

Upskill in ML and AI with Python and become industry-ready!

CERTIFICATE PROGRAM IN
MACHINE LEARNING & AI WITH PYTHON
Starts December 30, 2021 | Duration: 6 Months



OVERVIEW
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The AI industry market size is projected to be 
$266.92 billion by 2027 at a CAGR of 33.2%*. As 
modern organisations turn towards Machine 
Learning ( ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) for 
responsive and automated business solutions, 
skilled talent that will help them harness the full 
potential of these technologies, are in high 
demand.

Keeping this need in mind, the Indian Institute 
of Technology Bombay (IIT Bombay) has 
designed the Certificate Program in Machine 
Learning & AI with Python to upskill and train 
professionals in the world’s most in-demand 
programming language. 

This six-month program, delivered through live 
online sessions by leading IIT Bombay faculty 
and industry experts, will enable participants to 
leverage ML and AI for automation, better 
decision-making, and competitive advantage. 
Participants will also get a comprehensive 
understanding of key machine learning 
algorithms, including popular methods like 
classification and regression, optimisation 
techniques, neural networks, decision trees, 
agent-based models, and deep convolutional 
networks.

Why Machine Learning?

From apps to businesses, 
machine learning helps make 

sense of data

Why Artificial Intelligence?

To prepare for jobs of the future 
with Artificial Intelligence

Why Python?

The #1 programming language 
that can perform extremely 

complex tasks*Source: AI (Artificial Intelligence) Market Size, Share and Covid-19
Impact Analysis, Fortune Business Insights, 2020 



WHO IS THIS PROGRAM FOR?
The Certificate Program in Machine Learning & AI with Python is ideal for every 
professional, who understands linear algebra, calculus, and statistics, and is a graduate 
with minimum one-year work experience.

Joining this program will be beneficial if you:
                    

Oversee software development, machine learning projects and/ or manage teams of 
software developers

Want to work or lead machine learning/ AI engineering projects

Possess a working knowledge/ experience of programming languages like Java or C++
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Product Managers
(Software)

Software 
Engineers

Anyone looking to upskill 
career in ML & AI

Business
Analysts

Engineering
Students/ Graduates



PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

SKILLS YOU WILL LEARN
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Learn from one of
India's Best

Engineering Schools

Interact with leading
IIT Bombay faculty

and industry experts

Experience interactive
live online learning

through live lectures
and real-world case studies

Build a solid foundation
with the principles

of ML and AI with Python

Receive a Certificate
of Participation

from IIT Bombay

Participate in
peer-to-peer learning

and networking

RLPython, 
NumPy and 

Pandas

Scikit
& SciPy

NLP

Build 
agent-based 

models

Build text 
classification 

systems using 
linear classifiers 
& deep learning

Construct
predictive linear

models for 
maximum 
precision

Sort, study &
rearrange data, 
run analyses, 

build 
DataFrames
from scratch

ML
Algorithms

Understand
mathematical

& statistical 
models



LEARNING OUTCOMES
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Build predictive models 
using neural networks 
and decision trees

Build AI models using agent-based 
models that run search algorithms 
and achieve their tasks

Gain quicker and relevant 
insights by visualising data 
with Matplotlib

Conduct mathematical 
operations on a wide range of 
data using NumPy

Use Scikit to construct predictive 
linear models to forecast outcomes 
with maximum precision

Operate Pandas to sort through and 
rearrange data, run analyses, and 
build DataFrames from the outset

Build text classification systems with 
NLP using both linear classifiers and 
deep learning methods

Differentiate between optimisation 
techniques and how they solve
learning problems across models, 
minimise errors or maximise rewards



PROGRAM MODULES
This interactive live online program will be spread across six months, with classes held 
once a week. Participants will get hands-on learning during online lab sessions which 
will reinforce the concepts presented in the program modules. Assignments will be in 
Python using specialised tools such as Excel and Gambit, and participants will be given 
access to problem descriptions, base code, and relevant libraries. 
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Module 1: Basics of Python

Statistics
Probability
Linear Algebra

Module 2: Mathematical Backgrounds

Numerical Computing with Python 
(NumPy, Matplotlib)
Introduction to Pandas for data import 
and export (Excel, CSV etc.)
Basic Introduction to Scikit learn

Module 3: Python

Introduction to Machine Learning with 
applications to different domains
Supervised Learning
Unsupervised Learning
Semi-Supervised Learning
Reinforcement Learning
Idea of hypothesis space
Machine learning as hypothesis selection 
problem
Finite and Infinite hypothesis space
Complexity of the hypothesis space
The Idea of training, testing, and validation
Cross-Validation

Module 4: Introduction to Machine   
          Learning

Introduction to the Linear Regression 
Analysis problem with examples
Solving Linear Regression using Matrix 
Inversion and Gradient Descent Based 
Approaches
The Idea of Regularisation
Lasso, ridge, and elastic net regularization
Bias-Variance trade-off
Underfitting and Overfitting of models

Module 5: Regression Analysis

Idea of empirical risk minimization principle
Idea of generalization
Lazy and active learners
K nearest neighbor classification
Linear discriminant analysis

Module 6: Classification - Introduction and 
                    KNN 

Bayesian approaches for classification
Naïve Bayes’ algorithm
Gaussian Discriminant Analysis
Parameter estimation using MLE, MAP, 
Idea of EM algorithm for GMM

Module 7: Classification: Probabilistic 
                    classifiers

Tree based classification, 
Decision Tree, 
ID3 algorithm for designing decision trees, 
Decision Tree for regression, Regulariza-
tion in Decision Tree, Random Forest 

Module 8: Classification: Decision Tree



Support Vector machines
Margin Based classification
SVM and linearly and nonlinearly sepa-
rable cases
Idea of Kernels
Multi-class SVM
Examples using LIBSVM
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Module 9: Classification: Support Vector 
                    Machines Networks             

Introduction to Neural Networks, 
Biological neuron model and extension 
to artificial neuron models 
McCulloch-Pitts model 
Multi-layer perceptron 
Back-propagation based training of 
neural networks
Introduction to convolution networks
Idea of different layers in CNN
Discussions on different CNN models for 
image recognition (Alexnet, VGG, Resnet, 
Inception Net etc.)
Examples in Tensorflow / Keras

Module 10: Classification: Neural Network
                      and CNN 

Linear and nonlinear programming, 
Gradient based optimization, 
Convex optimization

Module 11: Optimization in ML 

Idea of data clustering and density 
estimation
K-means 
Fuzzy C Means
Mean-Shift 
DBSCAN clustering techniques 
Implementation of K-means in Python

Module 12: Unsupervised Learning

Note: Modules/ topics are indicative only, and the 
suggested time and sequence may be dropped/ modified/
adapted to fit the total program hours.

Language modelling, 
Machine Learning techniques in NLP

Module 13: NLP and text analysis 

Introduction to RL, 
Example of RL models, 
Markov Decision Process, 
Policy and Value Iterations, 
Bellman Equation, 
Temporal Difference Learning, 
Q Learning, 
Introduction to deep RL

Module 15: Reinforcement Learning

ML in Finance: Prof. Piyush Pandey (SOM)
ML in computer vision: Vinay Namboodiri 
(IITK)
ML in speech and text processing: Preethi 
Jyoti (CSE)

Tentative Guest Lectures

Supervised and Unsupervised feature 
selection
PCA
ICA 
Implementation of PCA in Python

Module 14: Feature selection and 
                      Dimensionality Reduction 
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CASE STUDIES

How do websites select ads to show to the users?

What is the technology behind AI-driven Chess and
Go programs?

How can automatic speech recognition and natural
language processing help in mobile banking?

How does Google's Search by Image feature work?

Can we automatically classify tweets as  being for or
against a product?



CEP CHAIR
Prof. Siddhartha Ghosh
Prof-in-Charge, CE & QIP

He is currently a Professor in the Department of Civil Engineering, 
IIT Bombay. After completing his Ph.D. from the University of 
Michigan in 2003, he joined IIT Bombay, where he has held various 
academic positions. His research interests are primarily in the 
application of probabilistic methodologies in earthquake risk 
reduction. He has supervised/is supervising several doctoral and 
masters research students working in the areas of 
performance-based seismic design, structural reliability, design of 
structural and cold-formed steel, analysis of masonry domes and 
arches, etc. Besides academic and sponsored research, he teaches 
graduate and undergraduate courses in structural engineering and 
probabilistic methods. He has conducted industrial 
research/consultancy works in the areas related Take this on the 
previous line, there is gap, structural reliability, design of steel and 
RC structures, and retrofitting of structures. He is a member of the 
Bureau of Indian Standards' committee CED 7 on steel structures. 
For the academic year 2014-15, he was on sabbatical as a guest 
professor in the Chair of Structural Dynamics and Earthquake 
Engineering in IBK, D-BAUG, ETH Zurich.



PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Prof. Palaniappan Balamurugan
Assistan Professor,
Industrial Engineering and Operations Research

Prof. P Balamurugan is an Assistant Professor in the Industrial 
Engineering and Operations Research department at IIT Bombay. 
He works in the areas of Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Data 
Mining.  He completed his Masters in Computer Science 
Engineering and his PhD, both from Computer Science and 
Automation Department, IISc, Bengaluru. Further to his PhD, he had 
post-doctoral research experience at INRIA, Paris where he worked 
with Professor. Francis Bach, and at the Signal, Statistics and 
Machine learning (S2A) group at Telecom ParisTech, where he 
worked with Professors Stephan Clemancon and Florence d'Alche 
Buc. 

He has published across different domains like Neural Networks,  
Data  Mining,  Machine  Learning,  etc.  and  has conducted courses 
in Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Linear Systems and 
Applications of Stochastic Models. Prof. Balamurugan has also won 
numberous awards from IISc, IBM, Infosys India and IEEE ICDM.



PROGRAM FACULTY

Prof. Biplab Banerjee
Assistant Professor,
Machine Learning and Visual Computing

Prof. Biplab Banerjee is currently working as an Assistant Professor at 
the Center of Studies in Resources Engineering (CSRE) and is an 
associated faculty at the Center for Machine Intelligence & Data Science 
(C-MInDS) at IIT Bombay. His research areas include advanced machine 
learning and deep learning with applications to computer vision. He has 
a Masters in Computer Science & Engineering from Jadavpur University 
(2010) and a PhD in Machine Learning from IIT Bombay (2015), 
respectively. He subsequently worked as a post-doctoral researcher at 
the University of Caen, France and the Istituto Italiano di Tecnologica in 
Italy. He is currently leading the Deep Learning in Computer Vision 
Research Group, consisting of several graduate and undergraduate 
students.
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Prof. Kumar Appaiah
Assistant Professor,
Electrical Engineering

Prof. Kumar Appaiah is an Assistant Professor in the Department of 
Electrical Engineering. Before joining IIT Bombay, he was working in 
Qualcomm Research, New Jersey on problems related to visible light 
communication. He has over 15 years of experience with programming 
in Python and has built several numerical computing, web and 
general-purpose applications using Python and other programming 
languages. Prof. Kumar Appaiah is B.Tech and M.Tech from IIT Madras 
and has a PhD from the University of Texas at Austin.

Note: This is a tentative list, and the confirmed faculty will be shared closer to the program commencement.



PROGRAM CERTIFICATE
Participants with requisite attendance of 80% will receive a certificate of participation from
IIT Bombay - CEP department.
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Terms & Conditions:
·The program fee paid by the participants cannot be transferred to another participant.
·Under no circumstances shall the refund be made once the candidature is confirmed.
·CE&QIP will award the Certificate of Participation at IITB, once candidates fulfil the requirements prescribed by the Coordinator of the program.
·This is not a degree or a diploma program.
·The content posted and shared with participants online is only for learning. It will be considered illegal if circulated/uploaded on public websites.
·The program does not give the status of a bonafide student or alumni of IITB.
·Participants shall not have any access to the IIT Bombay library and other resources. The instructors shall provide the relevant learning content.
·The medium of instruction will be English, and the program will be delivered online.
·The program coordinator will be the point of contact for participants to raise any grievance/problem/concern/issue related to the program.
·The examples and cases discussed/presented by the faculty are only for the academic purpose and not to hurt or represent any ideology.

Note:
- All certificate images are for illustrative purposes only and may be subject to change at the discretion of 
IIT Bombay.
- An online downloadable certificate will be provided with a verification link.



ELIGIBILITY

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

ADMISSION PROCESS

PROGRAM SCHEDULE
6 Months

January 08, 2022

Duration

Once a week, Every Saturday
3:30 PM - 6:30 PM

Live Online Learning

Academic Orientation

Participants must submit an application form and provide copies of 
their credentials at IIT Bombay portal. For corporate nominations, 
the company will be required to confirm participants' credentials

This is a participation certificate program, however, IIT Bombay
may conduct few quizzes or provide few projects and assignments 
for self-learning
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Any Graduate/ Diploma holder with minimum one-year work 
experience

Working knowledge/ experience of programming languages like 
Java or C++ 

Knowledge of linear algebra, calculus and statistics is desired

1st Academic Session                 January 15, 2022



PAYMENT DETAILS
Program Fee

Program
Application Link

Note: 
- Participants will submit their applications on the IIT Bombay portal for the selection process and IIT Bombay
  will declare the selection list round-wise. 
- Selected participants will make the fee payment on the IIT Bombay payment portal.
- Admissions are on a first-come, first-serve basis. There might not be a subsequent round if seats are filled in 
  the initial rounds.
- The actual program schedule will be announced closer to the program start.

November 04, 2021

November 05, 2021

Round 1

Round 2

Click here to apply to the program.

Round-wise Application Dates

Instalment 1 Instalment 2

Remarks  Within 7 days of selection January 05, 2022

Standard
Fee

Early Bird
Fee*

INR 62,500 + GST INR 62,500 + GST

INR 62,500 + GST INR 50,500 + GST

*Applicable till June 05, 2021.
Note: GST (currently @ 18%) will be charged extra on these components.

INR 1,12,500 + GST (Early Bird Fee, applicable till November 04, 2021)

INR 1,25,000 + GST (Standard Fee, applicable from November 05, 2021)

Finance options available. Click here to know more.
For more information please email at iitb.execed@emeritus.org
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https://bit.ly/37FrSUq
https://emeritus.org/in/students-loans-and-financing/


ABOUT IIT BOMBAY

Established in 1958, the second of its kind, IIT Bombay was the first to be set up with foreign 
assistance and has emerged as one of the top technical universities in the world. The institute 
is recognised worldwide as a leader in the field of engineering education and research. 
Reputed for the outstanding calibre of students graduating from its undergraduate and 
postgraduate programs, the institute attracts the best students from the country for its 
bachelor's, masters and doctoral programs. Research and academic programs at IIT Bombay 
are driven by an outstanding faculty, many of whom are reputed for their research 
contributions internationally. IIT Bombay also builds links with peer universities and institutes, 
both at the national and the international levels, to enhance research and enrich its 
educational programs. The alumni have distinguished themselves through their achievements 
in and contributions to industry, academics, research, business, government and social 
domains. Over the years, the institute has created a niche for its innovative short-term courses 
through continuing education and distance education programs. Members of the faculty of 
the institute have won many prestigious awards and recognitions, including the Shanti 
Swaroop Bhatnagar and Padma awards.
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ABOUT EMERITUS

In collaboration with

For registration and any other information,

please get in touch with us at iitb.execed@emeritus.org

Apply for the program here

APPLY NOW

Eruditus Executive Education offers customised and open programmes in India, Singapore, 
Dubai and other global locations in collaboration with MIT Sloan, Columbia Business School, 
INSEAD, Harvard Business School (HBS), Kellogg Executive Education, Berkeley Executive 
Education, Wharton Executive Education, IIM Lucknow Executive Education, IIM Calcutta 
Executive Education and Emeritus. Our world-class executive education programmes, 
supported by eminent programme experts, provide an immersive learning experience 
integrated with actionable insights and practical business applications. The meticulously 
curated programmes are delivered in a different range of formats; in-class, online, as well as 
blended programmes. Our extensive portfolio also includes short 2-4 day in-class workshops, 
online courses of 2-3 months duration as well as comprehensive learning journeys that run 
over 6-9 months, customised to an organisation’s requirement.

https://bit.ly/37FrSUq

